
Eurasia Group overview


Founded in 1998, Eurasia Group has offices 
in New York, Washington, DC, London, and 
Tokyo.

Over 85 fulltime employees (25% PhD, 90% 
Master degrees).

50+ full-time country experts who are 
political scientists

Global energy & natural resources overlay 
leveraging both country risk analysis & 
sector team based in Washington DC

Global network of several hundred in-
country experts worldwide.

Eurasia Group services corporations, 
financial institutions, and government 
organizations.







• Staff Fluency in 25 Languages

• Arabic, Armenian, Dutch, English, Fante, 
Finnish, French, Ga, German, Greek, 
Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Mandarin, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, 
Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, 
Tagalog, Turkish, Twi

Eurasia Group Office Locations

• New York 
City• Washington, 

DC

• London

• Tokyo
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Natural resources & political risk 

Key Components 

•  Geopolitics

•  Global trends

•  Legislation

•  Regulation

•  Rate-making

•  Comparative analysis

•  Special situations

•  Civil society
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Political Risk Defined:

The probability that a 
political action (or non-
action) alters the 
expected value of a 
given economic action 
or the expected 
outcome of a 
government policy



Key themes for the commodity sector

Global rebalancing: rise of the G-Zero

US fiscal crisis & 2012 political outlook

Mid-East crisis and energy markets

Medium-term energy geopolitics

Climate change & renewable energy politics
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Geopolitical context: Rise of the G-Zero

• “G-Zero” replacing G-8, Cold War international 
architecture

• Relative shifts in global power- loss of US capacity for 
political, financial, and military leadership- but not 
“replaced” by any of the rising powers including China

• “G-Zero” context shapes international business 
environment: trade/protectionism dynamics; cooperation on 
climate change & energy technology

•  Ineffective response to Libya and Middle East crisis

•   Arab Spring “crisis” less of a game-changer than global 
rebalancing to EMs & Asia
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Closer to home: US fiscal outlook & 2012 
politics

•  Meaningful action on US deficit reduction unlikely before 2012 
elections

•  Next 18 months are all about political positioning and target 
setting

•  UK-style austerity improbable; Obama will remain moderate 
and protect the recovery/job creation despite S&P warnings

•  Most likely scenario is agreement on fiscal targets and/or 
limited tightening in the budget process

•  Post-election convergence is possible
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The China question: 12 five year plan key 
goals 
•  Key strategic goal for Beijing is geographic rebalancing & shift away from 

coastal export growth; focus on urbanization and 3rd & 4th tier cities

•  Targeting emerging sectors- environmental industries, alternative vehicles, 
biosciences, new materials, etc

•  Increased spending on affordable housing and social safety nets

•  We expect China to have more success growing energy supply than 
curbing demand

•  Geoeconomic & geopolitical tensions will continue with Asian neighbors & 
US 
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Pressure for regional rebalancing in 
China 
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Energy: Macro concerns driving oil price— �
Fed, Mid-East

Source: EIA, EG Research 
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Mid-East Crisis: Assad will survive in Syria

•  Assad still in command of security forces and retains 
support from “pro-stability” cross-sectarian coalition

•  Syria dynamic closer to Iran than Egypt/Tunisia

•  Key risk would be military defections & escalation in 
pressure from Turkey/GCC 

•  Assad collapse (20% likelihood) would trigger crisis in 
Lebanon, Israel, and Iraq- oil market impact
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Mid-East: Regional contagion limited
The standoff between the regime and the protesters in Egypt has unleashed unrest 
and political change elsewhere in the Middle East. 

Saudi 
Arabia

• Kingdom has 
resources to manage 
popular unrest, which 
has been limited & 
mostly concentrated in 
Shi’a community

• Oil infrastructure is 
highly secure & royal 
family retains control 
over military

• Generational shift 
could trigger further 
market anxiety- may 
also set the stage for 
limited reform

Iran 

•  Ahmadinejad & 
Khamenei are still 
united 

•  Volatility will rise 
ahead of Majlis 
(2012)  and 
Presidential (2013) 
elections

•  Nuclear crisis 
remains 
unresolved

Yemen

•  Saleh likely to step 
down within 
weeks

•  GCC initiative or 
similar deal will 
likely succeed

•  Central 
government’s hold 
over the country 
will be 
compromised in 
any post-Saleh 
scenario 

Libya
• US and NATO unlikely 

to make decisive 
intervention on behalf 
of rebels- stalemate 
already emerging

• Qadhaffi not being 
targeted by NATO

• Partial recovery in 
output from rebel-
controlled eastern 
Libyan ports unlikely 
to exceed 250,000bpd 
in 2011– assuming 
stabilization around a 
partition scenario 
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Global oil supply: Four pillars
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•  Positive outlook for non-OPEC supply to ensure additional market buffer 

IRAQ
•  IEA/EIA conservative outlook implies market not pricing in Iraqi 

potential 

OIL 
SAND

S

•  Lower costs and environmental impact ensure Canadian barrels will 
come on the market

BRAZI
L

•  Production growth coming, may take a bit longer than people think

Tight 
oil/
EOR

•  Production outlook in Russia, Colombia, Mexico and the US picks up 
thanks to technological breakthroughs and optimal prices
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Oil technology: EOR & Russian surprise
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Japan earthquake, Libya crisis, Germany �
= triple shock to global gas

Shock Volume Impact

Libya Greenstream 10 bcm to Italy/EU

Japan earthquake 10-15 bcm call on 
spot LNG market

German nuclear 
shutdown

2-5 bcm call on EU 
supply if 7 oldest 
reactors stay offline
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•  Global gas market showing 
surprising flexibility

•  Three key supply buffers
•  North American shale gas
•  Russia pipeline gas “surplus”
•  Qatari flexible portfolio- 

hitting peak production at 
critical time

•  These resources have limited spot 
market price spikes in EU hubs 
and in Asian LNG spot tankers
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US: Power sector key to medium term�
natural gas demand growth

US Power Generation: 2009 & 2020 Fuel-Switching Scenarios

Current total installed capacity- natural gas (GW) 413.7

Current US gas consumption by electric power sector (bcf/day) 18.7

Current US electricity generated from natural gas (billion kwh) 897

Current estimated US natural gas capacity factor 24%

2020 total installed capacity- natural gas (GW) 450

Expected 2020 capacity factor 35%

Expected 2020 US electricity generated from natural gas (billion kwh) 1379

EIA 2020 baseline forecast (billion kwh) 767

2020 US gas consumption by electric power sector (bcf/day) 28.3

2020 EIA baseline forecast (bcf/day) 15.5



Climate change and REDD+

•  Broader post-Kyoto treaty will be 
difficult to achieve, but smaller 
agreements could emerge—forestry 
could be an “easier” issue to reach 
agreement

•  IPCC estimates 50% reduction in 
deforestation could meet 12% of the 
cuts needed to meet 450 ppm target 
by 2050

•  Cancun agreement on REDD: 
Developing countries to submit 
baselines and national action plans 
with support from industrialized 
countries

•  Details still lacking: funding and 
management/distribution of funds, 
measurement/monitoring 
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States drive US renewables

DEMAND DRIVERS POLICY RISKS

•  New Republican governors threaten to 
reverse clean energy policies in their states

•  Concern over electricity prices and 
economic competitiveness

•  RPS (esp. ones with solar/DG carve-outs) 
could face problems because of RPS cost 
containment mechanisms

•   Arizona, New York, Ohio have already 
missed targets

•  Massachusetts: 2010 Manomet Center study 
on lifecycle emissions leads to strict 
(possibly prohibitive) certification criteria 
for new plants







•  EIA predicts tripling of biomass capacity by 
2030

•  Status quo most likely pins renewables 
growth on state & regional programs

•  30 state RPS programs, many with 
technology specific carve-outs (16 solar, 
New Jersey offshore)

•  Federal Clean Energy Standard under 
consideration but low chance of passing

•  EPA exempts for three years biomass 
facilities from GHG regulations; revised 
boiler MACT rulers impose lower cost than 
original proposal



Renewable generation capacity additions
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Source: EIA 



Eurasia Group is the world’s leading global political risk research and consulting firm. This presentation 
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